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Let K be a number field and let G be a wreath product of cyclic p-groups. We
show that if p is odd, then G is K-admissible if and only if G is cyclic or p has at
least two divisors in K. If p=2 we obtain a similar partial result. This work relies
on a determination of the Galois structure of the group of l-units in certain local
fields. The main theorem is used to prove our conjecture, which was open for p=2,
that a metacyclic p-group G is K-admissible if and only if it occurs as a Galois
group over two completions of K. In addition, we prove that the property of
K-admissibility is inherited by metacyclic p-subgroups.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
For groups G and H, the wreath product of H by G may be defined as
follows. Let H G denote the product of |G| copies of H indexed by the
elements of G. Let G act on HG on the right by permuting factors according
to (Hg 1)
g 2=Hg1g2 . Then the wreath product of H by G is the semidirect
product of H G by G with respect to this action. The group is denoted
H " G, and has order |G | |H| |G |.
If G and H are cyclic p-groups, then H " G is a p-group which is
generated by two elements, namely a generator of H and one of G. Suppose
G=Cpm and H=Cp l . Then clearly H " G is cyclic if and only if m=0 or
l=0. A group G is said to be metacyclic if G has a cyclic normal subgroup
N such that GN is cyclic. It is easy to check that H " G is metacyclic if and
only if H " G is cyclic or H " G is dihedral of order 8, with p=2, m=l=1.
Let k be a field. A finite group G is said to be k-admissible if there is a
Galois extension Lk such that Gal(Lk)$G and L is a maximal subfield
of a division ring having center k. Equivalently, G is k-admissible if there
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is a k-division ring which is a crossed product for G. Let k be a global field,
i.e. a finite extension of the rational field Q or a finite extension of a
rational function field Fp(t) for some finite field Fp . Then the following
basic theorem of Schacher gives an arithmetic criterion for k-admissibility.
Theorem A [14, Prop. 2.6]. Let k be a global field and let G be a finite
group. Then G is k-admissible if and only if there is a G-Galois extension Lk
such that for each prime p dividing the order of G there are two primes p of
k such that the decomposition groups Gal(Lpkp) contain a Sylow p-subgroup
of G.
The proof of Theorem A uses the description of central simple k-algebras
by their Hasse invariants. For this material we refer to [1] and [12].
Each cyclic extension Lk of number fields of degree n shows the
k-admissibility of Cn , for by [11, Chap. IV, (3.9)] the p-part of [L : k]
equals the p-part of [Lp : kp] for infinitely many primes p of k. After this,
one can consider metacyclic groups G and ask for those pairs (k, G) such
that G is k-admissible. Under the assumption that G is a metacyclic
p-group, this question is raised in [8]. Necessary conditions on (k, G) are
found, and these are shown to be sufficient for admissibility in case p is odd
or G is abelian. Prior to this, it was shown in [4] that the quaternion
group of order 8 is k-admissible if and only if k contains at least two
divisors of 2 or - &1  k. In [5] it is shown that the quaternion group of
order 16 is k-admissible if and only if k contains at least two divisors of 2
or k contains neither - &1 nor - &2. In [10] the problem is solved for
a large class of fields and a class of groups which includes all dihedral and
quaternion 2-groups.
In the present paper we show that for all primes p, the necessary condi-
tions on (k, G) from [8] are sufficient for admissibility (Theorem 22). Our
method of proof has led to an investigation of admissibility questions for
wreath products. We easily show from Theorem A that if a wreath product
G of cyclic p-groups is k-admissible, then G is cyclic, or G is dihedral of
order 8 and - &1  k, or k contains two divisors of p. In Theorem 20 we
prove the converse for p odd, and a partial converse for p=2. The full
converse is proved for number fields k having at least two 2-adic comple-
tions which properly contain Q2 . We then obtain the result on metacyclic
p-groups as a corollary.
Here is a brief outline of this paper. In Sections 2 and 3 we establish
notation and state a few lemmas on local fields. In Section 4 we study
the group of 1-units in a p-adic field. This section is based on the basic
paper of Borevic [2] which is devoted to the Galois module structure of
1-units in cyclic p-extensions. The main result of Section 4 is Theorem 16,
which is concerned with the existence of special finite quotients of the
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multiplicative group in special cyclic p-extensions. In Section 5 we use
Theorem 16 to realize wreath products of cyclic p-groups as local Galois
groups. Theorem 19 is a primary result which exhibits G -extensions of
number fields with prescribed local behavior. The K-admissibility of G is
considered in our main Theorem 20.
The work contained in this paper is devoted mostly to 2-extensions
which fall under the special case of the GrunwaldWang theorem. The
2-extensions not of this type are dealt with by Sonn and the author in
[10], while the case of an odd prime p is treated in [8]. These results, with
new proofs in the odd case, are included in the present paper for the sake
of completeness.
The author thanks Jack Sonn for suggesting an investigation of the
1-units with a view to realizing Galois groups locally and for numerous
discussions which led to improvements of this paper in all respects.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In the next few sections, k denotes a p-adic field, where p is any prime.
Let n=[k : Qp], and let Kk be a finite cyclic extension with Galois group
G generated by an element _. Let 6 and ? denote prime elements of K and
k respectively. In the valuation ring OK of K we have the unit group U and
the subgroup E consisting of those units u#1 (mod 6). The group E does
not depend on the choice of 6, and we refer to the elements of E as l-units
of K. The residue field OK (6) is denoted K , and similarly for k . The
number q of elements of k is a power of p. Hensel’s lemma shows that
U contains a subgroup D such that D$K *, the isomorphism given by
reduction mod 6, and one has the direct decomposition
K*=(6)_D_E. (1)
We similarly write
k*=(?)_D0_E0 . (2)
Note that D and E are invariant under automorphisms from G. We let
NKk denote the norm map from K to k, and sometimes write this as N
when NKk is understood. Then N maps D  D0 and E  E0 . Let e=e(Kk)
and f = f (Kk) respectively denote the ramification index and residue class
degree of Kk. Then |D0 |=q&1, |D|=q f&1, and the maximal unramified
subextension T of Kk equals k($), where $ generates D. We write
q f&1=(q&1)(q f&1+q f&2+ } } } +q+1)=(q&1){,
and $0=${ generates D0 .
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The Galois group G preserves the valuation on K, so 6_&1=6_6 is a
unit in K. We will use this in the following stronger form.
Lemma 1. If Kk is a cyclic p-extension of p-adic fields, then there is a
choice of prime element 6 such that 6 _&1 # E.
Proof. Let 6 be any prime of K and let , be a generator of Gal(Kk)
which restricts to the Frobenius automorphism of Tk. Then 6,&1
is a unit, say $a%, % # E. Then 1=NKk(6,&1)=NTk($ea) NKk(%)=
$ea{NKk(%)=$ea0 NKk(%). The decomposition (2) shows $
ea
0 =1, so q&1
divides ea. Therefore q&1 divides a and we write d(q&1)=a. If a=,r,
1r<ef, then $&d6 is a prime of K with ($&d6)_&1=%’, where ’=
,r&1+,r&2+ } } } +,+1. K
The group E may be regarded a multiplicative module over the p-adic
integers Zp . It is well known (see [6, Chap. 15]) that E may be written as
the direct product of a free Zp-module of rank [K : Qp] with a cyclic group
of order pr which is generated by a p-power root of unity ‘r of greatest
order in K. The integer r is called the exponent of irregularity of K.
Notation. The exponent of irregularity of the field k is denoted by s.
When Kk is a Galois extension with Galois group G, the auto-
morphisms from G commute with p-adic exponents, and in this way E
becomes a right multiplicative module over the p-adic group ring
4=Zp[G]. The structure of the 4-module E is known only for certain
types of extensions Kk (see [2, References]). In the simplest case there
exist 1-units %1 , ..., %n such that every 1-unit is uniquely expressible in the
form ‘ar %
* 1
1 } } } %
* n
n for 0a< p
r, *j # 4. In this case the units ‘r , %1 , ..., %n
are said to form a normal basis for E. In general the group E need not have
a normal basis, and one must find generators and defining relations for E
as a 4-module. This problem is studied by Borevic in [2] under the
assumption that Kk is a cyclic p-extension of p-adic fields with ‘1 # k. Of
course this condition is forced in the case of greatest interest here, the case
p=2.
3. 2-ADIC FIELDS
In this section we collect some preliminary results on 2-adic fields. Let ‘u
denote a root of unity of order 2u, i=‘2 , assume ‘2u=‘u&1, and put
’u=‘u+‘&1u . Let 02 denote the field obtained by adjoining all 2-power
roots of unity to Q2 . For u1, 02 has three subfields of degree 2u over Q2 ;
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these are Q2(‘u+1), Q2(i’u+2), and Q2(’u+2). For u2 there are
isomorphisms
Gal(Q2(‘u)Q2)$(Z2uZ)*$C(2u&2)_C(2),
where the first factor is generated by the automorphism _5: ‘u [ ‘5u and the
second is generated by _&1: ‘u [ ‘&1u .
Lemma 2. (i) For u3, the extension Q2(i’u)Q2 is cyclic of degree
2u&2.
(ii) If k is a finite extension of Q2 , then the extension k(‘v)k is cyclic
for all integers v if and only if k & 02 equals Q2(‘u), u2, or Q2(i’u), u3.
Proof. (i) Q2(i’u) is the subfield of Q2(‘u) fixed by _q$ , where
q$=&1+2u&1#&52u&3(mod 2u), so _5 restricts to an automorphism of
Q2(i’u) of order 2u&2.
(ii) For vu we have
Gal(Q2(‘v)Q2(‘u))=(_q) , q=52
u&2
,
and
Gal(Q2(‘v)Q2(i’u))=(_q$) , q$=&52
u&3
.
If k & 02 is as assumed, then Gal(k(‘v)k) is identified by restriction with
(_q) or (_q$) respectively. Conversely, if k & 02=Q2(’u), u2, then
k(i, ’u+1)=k(‘u+1) is a four-group extension of k. K
We shall be interested in whether &1 is the norm from K to k of a 1-unit
in E. The following two lemmas grant this in certain situations.
Lemma 3. Let k be a finite extension of Q2 such that k & 02=
Q2(i’u), u3. If vu and K=k(‘v) then NKk(‘v)=&1.
Proof. We may assume k=Q2(i’u) and K=Q2(‘v). Then
NQ2(‘v)Q2(‘v&1)(‘v)=‘
1+q
v , q=1+2
v&1,
is a root of unity of order 2v&1 and
NQ2(‘u)Q2(i’u)(‘u)=‘
1+q$
u =&1, q$=&1+2
u&1.
The lemma follows from transitivity of norm. K
For the next lemma we recall some facts from the theory of central simple
algebras, for which we refer to [12]. If Kk is a cyclic field extension
with Galois group generated by _, then there is an isomorphism
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k*N(K*)  Br(Kk) induced by the map which assigns to a # k* the cyclic
algebra (Kk, _, a). For such algebras we have the rule (Kk, _, a)k
(Kk, _, b)t(Kk, _, ab), where t denotes Brauer similarity. If k is a
p-adic field, we have the isomorphism inv: Br(k)  QZ defined by the
Hasse invariant.
Lemma 4. Let k be a finite extension of Q2 , let v3, and let K=k(i’v).
Then &1 # NKk(E) if and only if [k : Q2] is even.
Proof. Assume [k : Q2] is even. For the cyclic algebra
A=(Q2(i’v)Q2 , _, &1)
over Q2 , it is clear that 2 } inv(A)=0 in QZ. The formula
inv(kQ 2 A)=[k : Q2] } inv(A)
([12, Chap. 7, (31.9)]) shows kQ 2 At(k(i’v)k, _
j, &1) has invariant 0,
where _ j, the least power of _ fixing Q2(i’v) & k, is identified with a
generator of Gal(k(i’v)k). This proves &1 is a norm from k(i’v) to k, say
N(:)=&1. Clearly : is a unit +| where in (1) + # D and | # E. Since N
maps D  D0 and &1 # E0 we have N(|)=&1.
For the converse, note that &1 is a norm in the extension Q(i’v)Q at
every odd prime, but not at the infinite prime. It follows that inv(A)=12,
and the formula for inv(kQ 2 A) shows &1  N(K*) if [k : Q2] is odd. K
4. STRUCTURE OF THE 1-UNIT GROUP
Theorem 16 is the main theorem of this section. It concerns the existence
of certain subgroups of finite index in the multiplicative group K*. For this
we will need an explicit description of E as a 4-module.
Let K be a p-adic field and choose a prime element 6. Let eK and fK
respectively denote the ramification index and residue class degree of KQp .
Assume ‘1  K. Then E is a free Zp -module of rank [K : Qp], and a
Zp -basis can be easily exhibited, following [6, Chap. 15]. Choose a system
of representatives w1 , ..., wf K in K of a basis |1 , ..., |f K of K over Fp . Put
’jk=1+wj6 k \1 j  fK ; 1k peKp&1, k0 (mod p)+ .
(The use of k as a subscript should cause no confusion.) The
eK fK=[K : Qp] 1-units ’jk then form a Zp -basis of E, and we have the
following easy consequence:
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Theorem 5. Let k be a p-adic field such that ‘1  k. If Kk is the
unramified extension of degree pm, then E has a normal basis.
Proof. The assumption [K : k]= pm implies ‘1  K, and the description
of E given above can be applied. We take the prime 6=? to lie in k as
Kk is unramified. Let wj (1 jfk) be elements of k which represent a
basis |j of k Fp . By the normal basis theorem, there exists w # K so that
the pm elements w_ i represent a basis of K k . The fK elements wj w_
i
then
represent a basis of K Fp . Therefore the 1-units ’ijk=1+wjw_
i?k form a
Zp-basis of E, and the n=[k : Qp] elements 1+wj w?k give the desired
normal basis. K
Remark. Theorem 5 is a special case of a theorem of Krasner ([7, Thm.
15]) which states that if Kk is a tamely ramified extension of p-adic fields
with ‘1  K then E has a normal basis.
We now assume ‘1 # k until otherwise stated. Our application of local
class field theory in the next section will depend on a detailed description
of E, so we shall quote several results from [2] on the structure of E for
cyclic p-extensions. In addition, we shall prove two similar theorems using
the methods of [2], so we include a brief review of some preliminary
lemmas which appear in that work.
Let Kk be a cyclic extension of p-adic fields of degree pm with ‘1 # k. The
factor group K*K* p of the multiplicative group modulo p th powers is an
elementary abelian p-group, which we regard as a vector space over Fp .
The automorphism _ of Kk induces a linear transformation on K*K* p,
again denoted by _. We see that K*K* p contains the _-invariant subspace
EE p. One also has dim(K*K* p)=npm+2, dim(EE p)=npm+1,
dim(k*k* p)=n+2, and dim(E0 E p0 )=n+1. We begin with a trivial
observation.
Lemma 6. If the units %1 , ..., %k are generators for EE p, then they are
generators for E as a Zp-module.
Proof. Setting L=(%1 , ..., %k)E, we have LE p=E by assumption, so
EL=E pLL=(EL) p. Then EL=1 by Nakayama’s Lemma. K
Together with Lemma 6, the following is the main tool for producing
independent sets of conjugate 1-units.
Lemma 7 [2, p. 19]. If the norms NKk(:j) of the elements :j (1 jk)
of K* are linearly independent in K*K* p, then the elements :_ij (1 jk,
0i< pm) will also be linearly independent in K*K* p.
The embedding k*  K* induces a homomorphism k*k* p  K*K* p.
We similarly have the natural homomorphism E0 E p0  EE
p. The theory
of Kummer extensions gives
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Lemma 8 [2, p. 20]. (i) The kernel of the homomorphism k*k* p 
K*K* p is a subspace of dimension 1.
(ii) The kernel of the homomorphism E0 E p0  EE
p is nonzero if and
only if ‘1 # E_&1.
Notation. For the extension Kk, we denote by t the largest integer for
which ‘t # E_&1. By Lemma 8, E0 E p0  EE
p is a monomorphism if and
only if t=0.
Lemma 9 [2, p. 20]. Let Kk be a ramified (not necessarily totally
ramified) cyclic p-extension for which t>0. Assume that the kernel of the
homomorphism E0E p0  EE
p is contained in the group N(E)E p0 E
p
0 . Then,
if the norms N(%j) (1 jn&1) of the units %j # E are linearly independent
in EE p, for every prime element 6 of K the system %_ ij , 6
_ i (1 jn&1;
0i< pm) will be linearly independent in K*K* p.
Lemma 10 [2, p. 21]. If :_&1=*, : # K*, then N(:)=: pm*&,, where
,=1+2_+3_2+ } } } +pm_ pm&1. (3)
Lemma 10 follows immediately from
(_&1) ,= pm&(1+_+_2+ } } } +_ p m&1).
For extensions Kk in which ‘1 # k, we first consider the case t=0. It is
clear that K and k then have the same exponents of irregularity, and Kk
is totally ramified.
Theorem 11 [2, Sect. 4]. Assume the mapping E0 E p0  EE
p is a
monomorphism. Assume the index of (‘s , N(E)) in E0 equals ph. Then the
following statements hold:
(i) If h=0 then E has a normal basis.
(ii) If h=m then E admits a system of generators %1 , ..., %n&1, !, #
with the defining relations N(! ps)=1, #_&1=1.
(iii) If 0<h<m then E admits a system of generators %1 , ..., %n&1 ,
!, # with the defining relations (# phN(!)) ps=1, #_&1=1.
Moreover, the prime element 6 and the generators in each case may be
chosen so that 6_&1 equals ‘m , ! p
s
, or # ph+s&m! ps respectively.
Proof. Statements (i)(iii) are proved in [2]. We prove the last. Let 6
be any prime element of K. Then Kk is totally ramified, so 6 _&1 # E and
E0 N(E) is cyclic of order pm.
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Assume first that h=0. Then ms, ‘m # k, and N(‘m)=1. By Hilbert’s
Theorem 90 there exists : # K* such that :_&1=‘m , say :=6 x+|, where
+ # D and | # E. Equation (1) shows +_&1=1, so we may assume :=6x|.
We cannot have x=0, for then ‘m # E_&1, which contradicts t=0. Write
x= pab, (b, p)=1. There is a unique element :$ such that (:$)b=:, and
(:$)_&1 is a b th root of ‘m , which is also a primitive pmth root of unity.
Therefore, possibly changing ‘s , we may assume :=6 p
a|. We claim a=0.
Lemma 10 shows N(:)=: pm‘&,m , where , is given by (3). Then ‘m # k
shows
N(:)=: p m‘&(1+2+ } } } +pm)m =:
p m‘&( p m( pm+1)2)m .
If p is odd, then N(:)=: p m, so N(:) # K* p, but N(:)  k* p as
(: p m&1)_&1=‘1 .
Therefore N(:) generates the kernel of the map k*k* p  K*K* p. If a1,
it follows that N(|) # E p but N(|)  E p0 , contrary to t=0. If p=2 then
N(:)=&:2m. If a1 then, as above, &N(|) # E 2 but &N(|)  E 20
contradicts t=0.
Next assume h=m. Then N(!)=‘s and N(! p
s
)=1. Choose : # K* so
that :_&1=! p s. Again we may assume :=6 p a|, | # E. We claim a=0.
Lemma 10 gives N(:)=: p m!&,p s # K* p, but N(:)  k* p, according to
(: pm&1!&,p s&1)_&1=‘1 .
As above, a1 would imply N(|) # E p but N(|)  E p0 , contrary to t=0.
If 0<h<m then m2. Let r denote the greatest integer such that
‘r # N(E), so that r+m=h+s. Then N(!)=‘s#&p
h
and N(# pr! ps)=1, so
choose : # K* with :_&1=# pr! ps. Then # # k* shows
#&,=#&(1+2+ } } } + pm)=#&( pm( pm+1)2).
Therefore #&, # k*p, using m>1 in case p=2. Again
N(:)=: p m(# pr! ps)&, # K* p.
But
(: p m&1#&,p r&1!&,ps&1)_&1=‘1
shows N(:)  k* p. As above, we may assume :=6|. K
The following theorem gives the structure of E for a cyclotomic extension
K=k(‘v). In case p=2, the extra hypothesis s2 is assumed in [2].
However the theorem extends to the larger class of fields described in
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Lemma 2(ii), as one may check using Lemma 4. In Theorem 12 we choose
an integer g such that ‘_v =‘
g
v .
Theorem 12 [2, Sect. 5]. Let Kk be a cyclotomic extension k(‘v). If
p=2, assume that all cyclotomic extensions of k are cyclic. Then the following
statements hold:
(i) If Kk is unramified then there exists a normal basis for E.
(ii) If Kk is totally ramified then E admits a system of generators
%1 , ..., %n&1 , %, #, ‘v
with the defining relations
N(%)=1, #_&1=1, (‘v)_&g=1.
(iii) If the ramification index e and residue class degree of Kk are
simultaneously greater than 1 then E admits a system of generators
%1 , ..., %n&1 , %, #, ‘v
with the defining relations
N(%)=1, #_&1=%e, (‘v)_&g=1.
Remark. The prime element 6 of K and the 1-unit % are chosen to
satisfy 6_&1=% in statements (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 12, as shown in
[2].
For extensions Kk satisfying t>0 which are not cyclotomic, the structure
of E as a 4-module is not known in general. The following partial results
will suffice here, and will be used only when ps=2. Theorem 13(i) and (ii)
are stated and proved in [2, Thms. 5 and 7], and we shall prove statement
(iii) using Borevic ’s techniques.
Theorem 13. For the extension Kk assume t>0, ‘s # N(E), and that K
and k have the same exponent of irregularity s. Then the following statements
hold:
(i) If Kk is unramified then E admits a system of generators
%1 , ..., %n&1 , !, |
with the defining relation |_&1=! p s.
(ii) If Kk is totally ramified then E admits a system of generators
%1 , ..., %n&2 , %, #, !, |
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with the defining relations
N(%)=1, #_&1=1, |_&1={!
p s
! p s% pt
for t=min(s, m)
for t<min(s, m).
(iii) If the ramification index e and the residue class degree of Kk are
simultaneously greater than 1, then E admits a system of generators
%1 , ..., %n&2 , %, #, !, |
with the defining relations
N(%)=1, #_&1=%e, |_&1={!
ps
! p s% pt
for t=min(s, m)
for t<min(s, m).
Proof of (iii). We denote ‘s simply by ‘. The assumptions imply
[K : k]=pm>2. We claim the kernel of k*k* p  K*K* p is generated by
a norm. The image of this map has dimension n+1, and N(K*) k* pk* p
has dimension n+1, so if the claim is false, Lemma 7 gives (n+1) pm>
npm+2 independent elements in K*K* p, which is impossible. As
E0 E p0  EE
p is not injective, the kernel is generated by a 1-unit
=0 # N(E). Then ‘s+1  K shows =0 ‘(modE p0 ), and dim(N(E)E
p
0 E
p
0 )=n,
so choose =1 , ..., =n&2 # N(E) such that =1 , ..., =n&2 , ‘ remain independent in
EE p. Choose %j (1 jn&2), ! in E so that N(%j)==j , N(!)=‘. Choose
a prime element 6 of K so that %=6_&1 # E, according to Lemma 1. By
Lemma 9, the npm elements 6 _ i, !_ i, %_ij are independent in K*K*
p. In
addition, the elements
6, %_ k (0k pm&2), !_ i, %_ij
are independent, as the elements 6, %_ k are connected to the 6_ i by an
invertible upper triangular matrix.
The cyclic group H&1(G, E)=[; # E: N(;)=1]E_&1 has order e=pu,
and is generated by 6_&1=%, so there exists # # E such that %e=#_&1. We
claim the npm elements
%_ k (0k pm&2), !_ i, #, %_ ij (1 jn&2)
are independent in EE p. Let E$E pE p be the subspace of EE p generated
by each of these but #, and suppose # # E$E pE p. Then #_&1=%e and ep
show # lies in the subspace of E$E pE p generated by the eigenvectors
=1 , ..., =n&2 , ‘, %,, where , is given by (3). Assuming a nontrivial expression
#==x 11 } } } =
x n&2
n&2 ‘
xn&1%,x; p, ; # E,
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apply _&1 to get
%p u=% pm x;(_&1) p,
whence
% pu&1=% p m&1x;_&1‘k1 .
Then E_&1 contains ‘1 , % p
m&1
, ;_&1, so % pu&1 # E_&1, contrary to the fact
that % has order pu in H&1(G, E).
We add an element | # E to %_k (0k pm&2), %_ij , #, ! to obtain a
basis of EE p in the following way. From N(!)=‘s we have N(! p
s
)=1, so
Hilbert’s Theorem 90 gives : # K* with :_&1=! p s, and : is not a prime
element by Lemma 9. It is easy to see that a pair of elements :$ # K*, !$ # E
will satisfy N(!$)=‘, :$_&1=!$ p s if and only if !$=!;_&1, :$=:; psc, where
; # K* and c # k*. Therefore, under a suitable choice of ‘ and ! we may
take : to be a unit | # E or an element of the form |6&px where | # E and
1xmin(s, m). In the second case |_&1=! ps% px.
We claim that the npm+1 units
%_ k (0k pm&2), %_ ij , !
_ i, #, |
are independent in EE p, hence they form a basis of EE p. Assume to the
contrary a nontrivial expression of | as a linear combination of the
remaining 1-units. Taking norms gives N(|) as a linear combination of
=j , ‘, and N(#). But Lemma 10 gives
N(#)=#ef%&e,== e,
= =# f%&,, and = _&1=1, so = # E0 and N(#) # E p0 . So N(#) does not appear
in the expression for N(|). Further, N(|)=| pm!&,ps or | p m!&,p s%&,px by
Lemma 10, so N(|) # E p. But N(|)  E p0 , as
(| p m&1!&,ps&1)_&1=N(!)=‘1 (:=|)
(| p m&1!&,p s&1%&,px&1)_&1=‘1 %&p
m+x&1
(:=|6&px).
Therefore, we may suppose N(|)#=0(mod E p0 ), which is not a linear
combination of =1 , ..., =n&2 , ‘s . This proves the claim.
We omit the proof (see [2, p. 29]) that the first case :=| holds if and
only if t=min(s, m), and that in the second case t=x.
This proves that %, %j (1 jn&2), !, #, | generate E and satisfy the
stated relations. Moreover these are defining relations, as the 4-module
defined by these generators and relations has E as a quotient, has the same
Zp-torsion, and the same Zp-rank as E. K
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Theorem 14. Assume that p=2, Kk is unramified, and that K and k
have exponents of irregularity 1 and 2. Then E admits a system of generators
%1 , ..., %n&1 , |, # with defining relations |4N 1(_&1)=1, (#2#_&1)2=1, where
N1=1+_2+_4+ } } } +_2
m&2=NKk(i) .
Proof. Let E1 denote the group of 1-units of k(i). We denote the restric-
tion of _ to k(i) again by _. Then Nk(i)k(i)=1 and H&1(Gal(k(i)k), E1) is
trivial, so choose |0 # E1 with |_&10 =i, and choose | # E so that
N1 (|)=|0 . Then N(|)=|1+_0 =i|
2
0 # E0 , and N(|)  E
2. The kernel of
E0 E 20  EE
2 is generated by &1, so extend &1, N(|) to a basis
&1, N(|), =1 , ..., =n&1 of E0 E 20 . For 1 jn&1 choose %j with N(%j)==j .
The elements %_ ij , |
_i are independent in EE 2 by Lemma 7.
Choose ! # E with N(!)=&1. Let #=N1(!) # E1 . Note that
#_&1=&1#2 shows # is an eigenvector of _ in EE2. We claim there is a
choice of ! such that the n2m+1 elements %_ ij , |
_i, # are independent in
EE2, hence they generate E. For this it suffices to find # which is not a
linear combination of the eigenvectors =1 , ..., =n&1 , N(|) in EE2. From
N(!)=&1  E 20 it follows that #  E
2
1 . In fact the elements =1 , ..., =n&1 ,
N(|), # are independent in E1 E 21 , for if #==
x 1
1 } } } =
x n&1
n&1 N(|)
x ;2, ; # E1 ,
apply _&1 to get &1#2=;2(_&1), which gives i=\#;_&1. Apply Nk(i)k
to get 1=&1. Assuming E{E1 , it remains to show there is a choice of !
with these elements independent in EE2. Consider the surjective linear
maps N: EE2  E0 E 20 and N1 : EE
2  E1 E 21 induced by the norms. The
kernel of N has dimension n2m&n, the kernel of N1 has dimension
n2m&2n, and the kernel of E1 E 21  EE
2 is nonzero, hence of dimension
1, since Kk is unramified. The number of elements ! in EE2 with
N(!)=&1 in E0 E 20 is therefore 2
n2m&n. If ! was chosen so that
=x 11 } } } =
x n&1
n&1 N(|)
x N1(!) generates the kernel of E1E 21  EE
2, then the
number of elements ! with this property is 2n2 m&2n. So there are at least
2n2
m&n&2n2
m&2n>0 elements ! in EE2 for which N(!)#&1(mod E 20) and
the system %_ ij , |
_ i, # is independent in EE 2. In E itself, we now have
N(!)=&1(;20), for ;0 # E0 . If we choose : # E with N(:)=;0 , then
N(!:&2)=&1, and we replace ! by !:&2. We have shown |N 1(_&1)=i and
#2#_&1=&1, and the proof is complete. K
Remark. Theorem 14 applies notably in case k=Q2(- 3). In any case,
the assumptions imply k & 02=Q2 and e(kQ2) is even.
Lemma 15. Assume k & 02=Q2(’u), u2, and assume that the
ramification index e(kQ2(’u)) is odd. For v>u let K=k(i’v). Then the map
E0 E 20  EE
2 is injective.
Proof. The quadratic subfield of Kk is k(’u+1) or k(i’u+1), and for
u2 we have ’2u+1=2+’u . It follows that 2+’u and &(2+’u) are prime
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elements of Q2(’u) and that, under the normalized valuation for k, these
elements have odd valuation in k. If = were a nontrivial generator of the
kernel of E0E 20  EE
2, it would follow that the unit = differs from 2+’u
and &(2+’u) by a square, which is impossible. K
Under the assumption that k is any p-adic field, we define a cyclic extension
Kk of degree pm for m1. The field K is chosen so that the 1-unit group
is favorably described by one of the theorems above, at least for k{Q2 . It
is also chosen to satisfy a technical assumption connected to the
GrunwaldWang theorem to be discussed in the next section. Our methods
lead us to distinguish the following cases:
p odd: If ‘1  k we let K be the unramified extension of degree pm. If k
has exponent of irregularity u1 we let K=k(‘u+m).
Otherwise we have p=2, and the following cases.
Case 1. k & 02=Q2(‘u), u2, or k & 02=Q2(i’u), u3. This is the
case in which all cyclotomic extensions of k are cyclic, by Lemma 2(ii). If
- &1 # k we take K=k(‘u+m), otherwise k & 02=Q2(i’u) and we take
K=k(‘u+m&1).
Case 2. k & 02=Q2(’u), u2, and k{Q2(- &6), Q2(- 6), Q2(- 3).
In this case we take K=k(i’u+m). Lemma 2(i) shows Kk is cyclic. Note
also that K has exponent of irregularity 1.
Case 3. k=Q2(- &6), Q2(- 6), or Q2(- 3). For these k we let K be
the unramified extension of degree 2m.
We come to the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 16. Let k be a p-adic field. For m1 let K be the cyclic extension
of degree pm defined above, with G=Gal(Kk). Assume further that m=1 if
k=Q2 . Then, if a is any power of p, there is a G-invariant subgroup 1 of
K* such that K*1$(ZaZ)[G] as G-modules.
Proof. The procedure is the same in each of the following cases. For the
extension Kk we consult the appropriate theorem describing the 1-unit
group, and form the quotient of K* by (K*)a, (6) , and the 4-submodule
of E generated by every generating 1-unit except %1 . We check that n is
large enough for the existence of this element, and we must check that
G-invariance of 1 is not violated by the action of G on 6.
Assume p is odd and ‘1  k. As Kk is unramified, a prime ? of k is also
a prime of K. By Theorem 5, E has a normal basis of 1-units %1 , ..., %n . Let
1 be the subgroup of K* generated by (K*)a, ?, %4j ( j2). Then
K*1$%41 %
a4
1 $4a4$(ZaZ)[G].
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If p is odd and k has exponent of irregularity u1, then n2. If Kk is
unramified, then E has a normal basis %1 , ..., %n by Theorem 12(i). For 1
we take the subgroup of K* generated by (K*)a, ?, ‘u+m , %4j ( j2). If Kk
is totally ramified then, according to Theorem 12(ii), for 1 we take the
subgroup of K* generated by (K*)a, 6, %4, #4, ‘u+m , %4j ( j2). If the
ramification index and residue degree of Kk are simultaneously greater
than 1, we take 1 as in the totally ramified case. In the latter two cases,
the prime 6 is assumed to satisfy 6_&1=%. Therefore 1 has the desired
properties. Note that when Kk is ramified, n2 shows we have %1 at our
disposal.
Now assume we are in Case 1 for p=2. Then n2 and by Theorem 12
we may take 1 as for p odd, ‘1 # k.
Assume we are in Case 2. Then K and k have exponent of irregularity 1.
If n is odd, then k & 02=Q2(’2)=Q2 , &1  N(E) by Lemma 4, and
t=0 by Lemma 15. Suppose k=Q2 . Then m=1 by assumption, and
K=Q2(i’3)=Q2(- &2). By Theorem 11(i), E has a normal basis &1, %1
and 6=- &2 satisfies 6_&1=&1. For 1 we take the subgroup generated
by (K*)a, 6, &1. Now assume n is odd and n3. Then the structure of E
is given by Theorem 11(i) if m=1, and by Theorem 11(iii) if m2. If
m=1 we take 1 to be the subgroup generated by (K*)a, 6, &1, %4j ( j2),
noting 6_&1=&1. If m2, let 1 be the subgroup generated by
(K*)a, !4, #4, %4j ( j2), where 6
_&1=#2 r!2.
Assume we are in Case 2 with n even. Then K has exponent of
irregularity 1, and &1 # N(E) by Lemma 4. If t=0, then according to
Theorem 11(ii) we let 1 be the subgroup generated by (K*)a, 6, !4, #4,
where 6_&1=!2. We claim t=0 if n=2. Of the seven quadratic extensions
of Q2 , those in Case 2 are Q2(’3)=Q2(- 2) and Q2(- &3). The extension
Q2(- &3)Q2 is unramified, so for these fields we have t=0 by Lemma 15.
Therefore we assume t>0 and n4. If Kk is unramified, for 1 we take the
subgroup of K* generated by (K*)a, ?, !4, |4, %4j ( j2). If Kk is
ramified, then according to Theorem 13(ii) or (iii) we take for 1 the sub-
group of K* generated by (K*)a, 6, %4, #4, !4, |4, %4j ( j2). We remark
that %=6 _&1, and n>2 guarantees we have %1 at our disposal.
Assume we are in Case 3 with k=Q2(- &6). The quadratic subfield of
Kk contains - &6&3=- 2, so K has exponent of irregularity 1. In
Theorem 13(i) we have N(!)=&1. If we take 6=- 2, then 6_&1=&1,
and the subgroup 1 generated by (K*)a, 6, !4, |4 is G-invariant. If
k=Q2(- 6), the quadratic subfield of Kk contains - &2, and K has exponent
of irregularity 1. We choose any prime ? of k and take 1 as for
k=Q2(- &6). If k=Q2(- 3), the quadratic subfield of Kk contains
- &33=‘2 , and K has exponent of irregularity 2. By Theorem 14, we
take for 1 the subgroup of K* generated by (K*)a, ?, |4, #4.
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In all cases we have K*1$%41 %
a4
1 $(ZaZ)[G], and the proof is
complete. K
5. K-ADMISSIBILITY
For this section we change some notation. Let k be a number field, and
let S be a finite set of primes of k. We denote the completion of k at a
prime p by kp Let s be the greatest integer such that ’s # k, and let m1
be a fixed integer. We shall apply the fundamental theorem of Grunwald
Wang and the methods presented in [1] to produce cyclic extensions of
degree pm with prescribed behavior at the primes p # S. Following [1], we
say the triple (k, m, S) belongs to the special case under the following
conditions:
1. p=2,
2. k(i, ’s+1)=k(‘s+1) is a four-group extension of k,
3. m>s,
4. S0 S, where S0 is the set of prime divisors p of 2 in k such that
kp (‘s+1)=kp (i, ’s+1) is a four-group extension of kp .
Theorem 17. Let p be a prime, let k be a number field, and let S be any
finite set of primes of k. For each p # S, assume K pkp is a cyclic extension
of degree pm. If p=2 and k p is in Case 2 or Case 3, assume Kp is the field
defined prior to Theorem 16. Then there exists a cyclic extension Kk of
degree pm such that for each p # S, the completion of K at a divisor of p
coincides with Kp .
Proof. Via the reciprocity isomorphism k*p N(K*p )  Gal(Kpk p ), we
may regard the norm group N(K*p ) as the kernel of a continuous character
/p of k*p . By the GrunwaldWang theorem ([1, Chap. 10, Thm. 5]), the
desired extension exists provided that in the special case with S0 {< we
have
`
p # S 0
/p (a0)=1, where a0=(&(2+’s))2
m&1
.
Assume we are in the special case with p # S0 . Then kp & 02=Q2(’s),
s2, kp belongs to Case 2 or Case 3 (defined in the previous section), and
[Kp: kp ]=2m8. It suffices to verify that &(2+’s) is a norm from the
quadratic subfield K$p of Kpk p . Indeed, the quadratic subfield is deter-
mined by the character /2 m&1p , and /
2 m&1
p (&(2+’s))=/p (a0)=1 would
follow. If k p is in Case 2, the quadratic subfield of Kp k p is k p (’s+1), and
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NK$pkp(’s+1)=&(2+’s). Otherwise k p is in Case 3 and &(2+’s)=&2.
If kp = Q2(- &6), then K$p = kp (- 2) and NK$pkp(- 2) =&2. If k p =
Q2(- 6), then K$p =kp(- &2)=k p (- 5) and NK$pkp(- &2 (2+- 5))
=&2. If kp = Q2(- 3) = Q2(- &5), then K$p = k p (- &3) and
NK$pkp(- &5+- &3)=&2. This shows that in all cases, p # S0 implies
/p (a0)=1, and the product above equals 1 whenever S0 {<. K
Let kp =Q2(- &6) and let Kp kp be the unramified extension of degree
2m for m1. Then - 2 # Kp , while - &1  K p , and Theorem 13(i) shows
the 4-module E is generated by elements %1 , !, | subject to the defining
relation |_&1=!2. For this extension we defined a subgroup 1 of K*p in
Theorem 16 to be the subgroup generated by (K*p )a, 6, !4, |4, where
6=- 2.
Lemma 18. If KpQ2(- &6) is the unramified extension of degree 2m,
m1, with prime element 6=- 2, then there is a choice of ! in the notation
above for which &(2+- 2) # 1.
Proof. Subject to the condition N(!)=‘s , the 1-unit ! # E is chosen
arbitrarily in the proof [2, p. 26] of Theorem 13(i). Let ! satisfy
NK pk p(- 2)(!)=1+- 2, which is a 1-unit of k p (- 2). Then N(!)=&1, and
1 contains &1, - 2, and 1+- 2, hence also &(2+- 2). K
Let p be a prime, let m, l0, and let a= pl. Let G be cyclic of order pm
and let G denote the wreath product of G with the cyclic group of order
a. We identify G with the semidirect product of G by (ZaZ)[G], where G
acts on the additive group of (ZaZ)[G] by right multiplication. For a
G-Galois extension of number fields Kk, we ask for a solution field to the
local-global embedding problem determined by the exact sequence
0  (ZaZ)[G]  G  G  1. (4)
Theorem 19. Let p be any prime, let m, l0, and let G =Cpl " Cpm . Let
k be a number field and let S be a nonempty set of divisors of p in k.
(i) If p is odd, or if p=2 and m1, then there is a G -Galois extension
Lk such that Gal(L pkp )$G for all p # S.
(ii) If p=2 and m is arbitrary, then the same conclusion holds if
kp {Q2 for all p # S.
Proof. If m=0 then G =Cpl . For each p # S we prescribe a cyclic extension
Kp k p of degree pl. If (k, l, S) is in the special case, let Kp be the extension
defined prior to Theorem 16. The result now follows from Theorem 17.
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Now assume m1. For each p # S, let Kpk p be the G-Galois extension
of degree pm defined prior to Theorem 16. Let 1 p denote the subgroup of
K*p given in the proof of Theorem 16 with the property that
K*p 1 p $(ZaZ)[G] as G-modules. By the existence theorem of local class
field theory ([11, p. 31]) there is a unique abelian extension LpK p such
that NLpKp(L*p )=1p , and we have the reciprocity isomorphism
rLpKp : K*p1p  Gal(LpK p ).
The G-invariance of 1 p implies L pk p is a Galois extension. Now G acts
on K*p1 p on the right via the Galois action and on Gal(L pKp ) via the
conjugation {  _~ &1{_~ , _~ a lift of _ # G to the absolute Galois group Gkp ,
and the map rLpKp commutes with these actions ([11, p. 26]). This makes
rLpKp : (ZaZ)[G]  Gal(LpKp ) an isomorphism of G-modules. Moreover,
the exact sequence
0  (ZaZ)[G]  Gal(L pk p )  G  1
lies in the same equivalence class as the sequence (4), as all such sequences
split.
In this way we realize G as a Galois group over kp for each p # S.
According to Theorem 17, let Kk be a cyclic extension of degree pm such
that for each p # S the completion of K at a divisor of p coincides with Kp .
The equality [K: k]=[Kp: kp ] shows that each p # S has a unique divisor
in K, so we now regard S as a set of divisors of p in K. For each p # S, let
Mp be the fixed field in L p Kp of the subgroup
:
pm&1
j=1
(ZaZ) _ j
of (ZaZ)[G]. Then MpK p is cyclic of degree a, and the Galois closure
of Mpk p is L p .
Let t be the greatest integer such that ’t # K, and let a0=&(2+’t)2
l&1
.
By the GrunwaldWang theorem, there is a cyclic extension MK of degree
a= pl such that for each p # S the completion of M at a divisor of p coin-
cides with Mp , provided that in the special case for (K, l, S) with S0 {<
we have >p # S 0 /p (a0)=1, where / p determines the extension Mp Kp . If
kp belongs to Case 1 or Case 2 then our choice of K p and Lemma 2(ii)
show Kp (‘t+1)Kp is cyclic. Therefore if p # S0 then k p is in Case 3. If
kp =Q2(- 6) then Kp $kp (- &2)$Q2(i’3), and p  S0 by Lemma 2(ii). If
kp =Q2(- 3) then Kp $kp (i)$Q2(i), and again p  S0 . Therefore, suppose
kp =Q2(- &6). Then - 2=’3 # K p , but ’4  Kp , so p # S0 implies
t=3, a0=&(2+- 2)2
l&1
, and [Mp : Kp ]16. Whatever the degree of
Mp Kp , Lemma 18 shows &(2+- 2) lies in the subgroup 1 p of K*p .
Therefore &(2+- 2) is a norm from Mp to K p and /p (&(2+- 2))=1,
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which gives /p (a0)=1 for all p # S0 , and the desired global extension MK
exists.
Finally, let L be the Galois closure of MK, obtained as the composite
of the conjugate fields M_~ j, 0 j pm&1, where _~ j is any lift of _ j # G to
Gk . Then [L : k]<|G| a |G| = pm+lp
m
. But the decomposition groups of
Gal(Lk) at primes p # S are G , which has order |G| a |G|, so [L : k]=
|G| a |G| and Gal(Lk)=G . K
Remark. Assume p is odd, or p=2 and k is a number field such that
the extension k(‘v)k is cyclic for all integers v, where ‘v is a root of unity
of order 2v. Then Theorem 19 may be proved as follows. The assumption
on k in case p=2 implies kp {Q2 . Therefore every two-generator p-group
occurs as the Galois group of an extension Lp k p by theorems of
Demushkin, Labute, Serre, and Shafarevich ([16]). The desired global
extension Lk exists by the GrunwaldWang theorem as before, with no
special case, or by the more elementary theorems of Saltman ([13]). Of
course it is the noncyclic case for p=2 to which this paper is devoted.
The following is our main theorem. With certain exceptions for p=2, it
gives a description of the pairs (k, G ) such that G is k-admissible, where G
is a wreath product of cyclic p-groups.
Theorem 20. Let k be a number field, let p be a prime, let m, l0, and
let G =Cp l " Cpm . If G is k-admissible, then one of the following holds:
(i) G is cyclic.
(ii) G is dihedral of order 8 and - &1  k.
(iii) k contains two divisors p of p.
Conversely, assume that (i), (ii), or (iii) holds. If p is odd then G is
k-admissible. If p=2 then G is k-admissible provided that in (iii) we have
m1 or kp {Q2 for two divisors p of 2.
Proof. Assume G is k-admissible. By Theorem A, there are two local
extensions Lp kp with Galois group G . If one of the primes p does not
divide p then Lp kp is tamely ramified, so G is metacyclic by [6, Chap. 16].
Therefore G is a cyclic p-group or G $D8 with m=l=1. Also by [6,
Chap. 16] G has a presentation
(_, { | {a=1, _b={i, _&1{_={q) , (5)
where qb#1 (mod a), a | i(q&1), and q=|k p |. If G $D8 then, as shown in
[15], a=4 and q#&1 (mod 4), so k *p cannot contain an element of order
4, which proves - &1  k.
Conversely, if G is any cyclic group, then G is admissible over every
number field by [14]. If G $D8 and - &1  k, then there are infinitely
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many rational primes v such that v#&1 (mod 4) and v splits completely
in k. Let p1 and p2 be two such primes. Then the polynomial f (X)=
X4&p1 p2 has Galois group D8 over k and over Qp i , i=1, 2. For any
divisor pi of pi we have kp i $Qp i , so D8 is k-admissible by Theorem A.
Finally, assuming (iii) and the extra hypothesis for p=2, the k-admissi-
bility of G follows from Theorem 19 and Theorem A. K
Whether the extra hypotheses are necessary for p=2 in Theorems 16, 19,
and 20 remains to be investigated. However, Theorem 20 is sufficient to
provide the final step in the proof of Theorem 22 below. Indeed this step
motivated the main results of this paper. First we need a basic lemma.
Lemma 21. Let H0 be a metacyclic group having a presentation (5),
where qb#1 (mod a) and a | i(q&1). Then H0 is a quotient of the wreath
product G =Ca " Cd , where d=ab(a, i).
Proof. We identify G with the semidirect product of (ZaZ)[Cd] with
Cd as usual. Consider the split metacyclic group H generated by elements
x, y with defining relations xa=1, yd=1, y&1xy=xq. The cyclic (y)-
module generated by x is a quotient of the free module (ZaZ)[Cd] via the
map which sends 1 [ x. This map defines a homomorphism of G onto H.
Then there is a homomorphism of H onto H0 defined by x [ {, y [ _,
whose kernel is the central subgroup ( ybx&i). K
The following theorem gives a description of the pairs (k, H) such that
H is k-admissible, where H is a metacyclic p-group. We use the following
notation. For an integer a we let +a denote the group of a th roots of unity
over Q. For an integer q which is relatively prime to a we write
_q # Gal(k(+a)k) if the map ‘ [ ‘q sending a primitive ath root of unity
‘ to its q th power defines an automorphism of k(+a)k. Note that
_q # Gal(k(+a)k) if and only if k & Q(+a) is contained in the fixed field of
the automorphism _q of Q(+a).
Theorem 22. Let k be a number field and let H be a metacyclic p-group.
Then H is k-admissible if and only if
(a) k contains at least two divisors of p, or
(b) H has a presentation (5) for which _q # Gal(k(+a)k).
Proof. Assume H is k-admissible, and assume p has only one divisor in
k. By Theorem A, the group H occurs as the Galois group of a tamely
ramified extension Lp kp where p does not divide p. Therefore H is meta-
cyclic with presentation (5) by [6, Chap. 16], where q is the number of
elements of the residue field of kp . The extension kp(+a)kp is unramified,
with Galois group generated by the Frobenius automorphism _q . Then the
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fixed field of the automorphism _q of Q(+a) contains kp & Q(+a). It therefore
contains k & Q(+a), so _q # Gal(k(+a)k).
Conversely, if (b) holds, then the Chebotarev density theorem implies
there are infinitely many rational primes v such that v#q (mod a) and v
splits completely in k. Let pl and p2 be two such primes. By [17] there is
an H-Galois extension KQ such that Gal(Kp i Qp i)$H, i=1, 2. The pi
split completely in k, so Gal(Kkk)$H and Gal((Kk)p i)kp i)$H for
each divisor of pi in k. By Theorem A, the field K is a maximal subfield
of a Q-division ring 2, and kQ 2 is a k-division ring showing the
k-admissibility of H.
Assume (a) holds, and choose a presentation (5) of H. By Lemma 21, H
is a quotient of G =Ca " Cd . It follows from Theorem A that k-admissibility
is inherited by quotient groups, so it suffices to show G is k-admissible. If
p is odd, or p=2 and d2, this is a consequence of Theorem 19(i) and
Theorem A. For the case p=2 and d any power of 2, we may assume (b)
fails for the presentation (5) of H. Then k & Q(+a) is not contained in the
fixed field of the automorphism _q of Q(+a). The prime 2 is totally ramified
in k & Q(+a), which properly contains Q, therefore [kp : Q2]2 for each
divisor p of 2. By Theorem 19(ii) and Theorem A, G is k-admissible. K
Remark. In case k contains a unique divisor of p, one must determine
whether the group H satisfies (b) in Theorem 22. This problem may be
solved by the methods given in [8], where it is shown that, although meta-
cyclic p-groups are generally given by several inequivalent presentations,
most such groups have a presentation which is canonical for this purpose.
We have relied on the fact that k-admissibility is inherited by quotient
groups if k is a number field. (Fein and Schacher showed that k-admissi-
bility is not inherited by quotients in general; see [3].) The question of
whether k-admissibility is inherited by subgroups was posed in [14]. It is
not known whether Q-admissibility is inherited by subgroups. A proof of
the Q-admissibility conjecture would settle this affirmatively. (The
Q-admissibility conjecture states that if G is a group all of whose Sylow
subgroups are metacyclic, then G is Q-admissible. See [18, 15] for references.)
Of course Sylow subgroups of Q-admissible groups are Q-admissible.
Such subgroups are metacyclic by [14], and every metacyclic group is
Q-admissible by [17]. On the other hand, it was shown in [9] that for
every number field k other than Q, there are k-admissible groups having
Sylow subgroups which are not k-admissible. The following corollary
therefore gives another instance of the special role played by metacyclic
p-groups in admissibility questions.
Corollary 23. Let k be a number field and let G be any k-admissible
group. If H is a metacyclic p-subgroup of G, then H is k-admissible.
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Proof. If Lk is a G-Galois extension showing the k-admissibility of G,
let M be the fixed field of H. By Theorem A, if p has a unique extension
to k, then H occurs as the Galois group of a local extension Lp Mp , where
p does not divide p. As in the proof of Theorem 22, the group H has a
presentation (5) for which the fixed field of the automorphism _q of Q(+a)
contains Mp & Q(+a), which in turn contains k & Q(+a). Therefore one of
(a) or (b) in Theorem 22 is satisfied by the pair (k, H). K
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